Questions are not in order...!

- Joining the vessel, getting out of taxi and going and meeting Master. What will you do?
- After handing over all your certificates to master, what will you do now?
- What all things will be covered in the induction?
- After induction what all things you will check in the bridge?
- How do you know the relieving officer is fatigued?
- What are the working and rest hours?
- Nav equipments
- Your vessel is fully comply with ECDIS. Prepare passage from Brisbane to Singapore.
- Use of AIS on-board
- GMDSS Sea area
- How u will send a message via GMDSS
- Once u receive a distress message in gmdss what you'll do?
- Method to find Compass error
- What is variation & Deviation and from where will u get the variation
- Compass error calculation
- MARPOL & Annexes
- ISM code & Objectives
- Who is DPA?
- Who is responsible to contact him?
- OH&S and main Purpose, Objectives, HSR & PIN?
- Lifeboat drill, launching of a life boat. Duration of drill, rescue boat launch
• What do you mean by lifeboat simulation launch?

• RADAR
  Types & Difference
  Which RADAR is good for collision avoidance?

• CONFINED space entry Procedure, duty of standby person?
  Type of gases to be checked before entry

• Load line marking, Purpose of zones, What is Deck line on that for?

• What is Squat?

• DRAFT mark readings

• Stable Equilibrium, unstable Equilibrium, Neutral Equilibrium, when ship immersed (drawings)

• What is AOL, and its drawings?

• Diagram of TRS in Southern hemisphere

• While loading, a container fell down and spill on deck what action you will take?
  (Using of IMDG code & and supplement)

• Duty of 2nd officer when pilot onboard

• Radar plotting

• How can you identify a SART transmission & EPIRB?

• How will you receive Navigational warning in Australia?

ROR

• ROR Cards

• Cardinal marks
  Isolated danger marks

• Definitions CBD, RAM, NUC

• Rule 2

• Rule 6

• Rule 7

• Rule 19

• SOUND SIGNALS & FOG SIGNALS.

• 3-4 situations

There was no indications of result until he leaned over and shook hands "Congratulations"

All the best.